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Young readers may feel the raised ladybugs as they count down from ten to one.

About the AuthorEric Carle is acclaimed and beloved as the creator of brilliantly illustrated and
innovatively designed picture books for very young children. His best-known work, The Very
Hungry Caterpillar, has been translated into 70 languages and sold over 55 million copies. Carle
illustrated more than seventy books, many best sellers, most of which he also wrote, and more
than 170 million copies of his books have sold around the world. In 2003, Carle received the
Laura Ingalls Wilder Award (now called the Children’s Literature Legacy Award) for lifetime
achievement in children's literature. In 2002, Eric and his wife, Barbara, cofounded The Eric
Carle Museum of Picture Book Art (www.carlemuseum.org) in Amherst, Massachusetts, a
40,000-square-foot space dedicated to the celebration of picture books and picture book
illustrations from around the world, underscoring the cultural, historical, and artistic significance
of picture books and their art form. Eric Carle passed away in May 2021 at the age of 91. His
work remains an important influence on artists and illustrators at work today. www.eric-carle.com
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susangb, “This is great book!. My granddaughters both loved this book especially around the 8
month mark. The vibrant colors sn the little lady bugs are great to help with hand coordination!
Well worth the money.  I buy it for gifts for babies I know! Never disappointed”

EK, “Beautifully constructed book!. Lovely book that engages little ones with vibrant colors, fun
text, fun to touch lady bugs that make learning numbers a fun activity. Great that the visual
assists with the understanding of what the numbers represent.”

Wathens, “Wonderful present. This is my go-to present for babies and toddlers. It's really cute,
and the tactile counting is fun. I wish the butterflies one was still in print. Kids seem to love these
simple and pretty books.”

Lee B., “We Love this Book!. We had this book and read to our grandchildren, but it got little bit
too much loving, and it is falling apart. So we now have our 2nd copy of this book, for the newer
grandchildren to enjoy ! If you don't have this one is your library, you should get it! The rhymes
are cute and the children love touching all the Ladybugs !”

Brelywi, “Literally loved to pieces!. I have twin boys, and I bought them this book when they were
about 10 months old. Here we are four months later, and I just bought a second book because
they read the other one to pieces!! It was starting to look like a Frankenstein of torn pages and
packaging tape, so I decided it was time to replace it. This was definitely their FAVORITE book,
and believe me they had plenty to choose from.Upon my first reading, I remember thinking
"Wow, this is incredibly morbid for a children's book.." because it seemed like the ladybugs were
getting eaten, drowned, etc. However (spoiler alert, ha ha) they were fine in the end.Despite the
fact that it is now in pieces, this is actually a pretty well-made book. It took quite awhile for them
to tear it up, and that's saying something there. The ladybugs are attached to a larger plastic
piece which is then glued in between the pages, ensuring that it won't be easily removed. The
pages themselves are doubled card stock, with a glossy finish to protect them from drool.My
boys loved touching all the ladybugs, and feeling that there were fewer as the book progressed.
They also absolutely loved the high-color illustrations, and would frequently just sit there by
themselves, paging through the book and looking at the pictures. For some reason, they would
always laugh when we got to the picture of the fish, and I would start to point out the eyes, lips,
etc.This is also a great book to make animal noises to (if your kids like that sort of thing) since it
has a bee, bird, etc.  Your child is pretty much guaranteed to love this book!”

Chinnu Samuel, “Lovely little book for my toddler. My little boy can't get enough of this book,
loves it.”



Aaron Brown, “This is my son’s favorite book. This is actually the second copy I have. I had to get
a new one because he destroyed his old one. If I break out this book when he’s throwing a fit he
stops immediately to listen.The book itself was brand new and had no damage or flaws”

Ebook Library Reader, “All of my grandsons who love this book!. I have purchased three copies
of this book for my grandsons. They all love it!”

Lilyfae, “Fab book for developing numeracy and nature words. We bought this after being
recommended this series when expressing love for 10 Little Pirates, I think this has fast become
one of my daughters favourite books and is regularly tucked in the bag when we go out and
about.Excellent for anchoring number and counting skills and extra points for the tactile nature of
the ladybugs that are on each page reinforcing the countdown as one disappears with each
page turn. My just turned two year old loves the physical insects on each page and runs her
fingers over them counting with mummy as each page turns.The 'story' itself is a lovely bouncy
sing-song rhythm telling how each ladybug disappears on our journey around the garden, some
children may be upset thinking a fish or bird has in fact eaten the insects but SPOILERS there is
a happy ending when everyone including all the distractions come home.This is also great for
spring-summer reading (or holiday/day trip to the countryside/city farm for urban dwellers) and
anchoring nature-based words- my daughter has started calling out words she has learned from
the book as we go around our garden and encounter bees, butterflies and yesterday the joy of
finding a ladybird!The art is lovely, gentle, soft naturalistic watercolours and slightly
anthropomorphised (faces) 'distractions' to keep it child-friendly.Overall I'm very pleased with
this book and the whole series should be recommissioned, off to purchase more in different
themes.”

Clumsy Owl, “Amazing book. I gave 5 stars and in all honesty would have given even more if I
could.1. It is greatly engaging, as your child will follow the story closely and watch a little ladybug
dissapear at each page.2. Counting - improved!3. Vocabulary - improved!4. Great fun reading,
as it rhymes.5. Sensory - a child will love smooth surfaces of both the book and the ladybugs,
the pictures are also very eye-pleasing.It's a keeper!”

Anke from Ballymoney, “Great little book but no 3D at end. I love these "Ten little ..." books. And
this one has lovely pretty pictures, but I like the 10 fish or caterpillars better as they have a
beautiful 3D picture at the end. But their pictures are more "cartoony". So, depends on what you
like - prettier pictures or a spectacular ending.”

Lydia of Lystra, “Five Stars. Very pleased.”

A. Evans, “Five Stars. my grandson loves loves this book xx”



The book by Melanie Gerth has a rating of  5 out of 4.8. 1,108 people have provided feedback.



Language: English
Board book: 16 pages
Reading age: 1 - 3 years, from customers
Grade level: 3 - 7
Item Weight: 12 ounces
Dimensions: 9.25 x 0.75 x 7.25 inches
Paperback: 146 pages
Lexile measure: AD460L
Hardcover: 22 pages
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